
PanelPlus is the sandwich panel for a new way of building.
It allows the realization of increasingly ambitious projects due to the combination of

strength and lightness that make it unique if compared to other products on the market.

PanelPlus is Light
Greater ease of assembly and less structural load on buildings that are obsolete
or undergoing restructuring. Low cost of the substructure and an eco-
sustainability due to the lower fuel consumption of the means of transport.
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PanelPlus is Strong

High mechanical performance and high dimensional stability; incomparable
stiffness, pound for pound, compared to any other material.

PanelPlus is Versatile

Panel Plus suits to different application fields, ranging from building and naval
sectors to the furnitureworld.

PanelPlus is Customizable
The panel composition is chosen by the customer, who can combine the
different materials according to their needs in terms of finishes, thickness, internal
core and dimensions.
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Panel coated with fiberglass
and epoxy resin

Usage: Marble, wood or ceramic
support for internal walls, work tops
and floors.

Area: Building - Railway

FAH Core made by
aluminium honeycomb 

FPET Core made by 
PET foam

Panel coated with fiberglass
and phenolic resin

Usage: Marble, wood or ceramic
support for internal walls, work tops
and floors.

Area: Building - Railway

PAH Core made by
aluminium honeycomb

PPET Core made by 
PET foam

Panel coated with plastic
laminate

Usage: Covering for internal walls or
false ceilings, doors, separation walls,
cubicles and internal furniture. 

Area: Building - Shipbuilding - Railway -
Elevators - FurnitureLAH Core made by

aluminium honeycomb
LPET Core made by 
PET foam

Panel coated with aluminium
sheet

Usage: Laminate, wood or paint
support for walls, floors, false ceilings,
cubicles and work tops. 

Area: Building - Shipbuilding - Railway -
Elevators - FurnitureAAH Core made by

aluminium honeycomb
APET Core made by 
PET foam


